Programmable DNA Ring/Hairpin-Constrained Structure Enables Ligation-Free Rolling Circle Amplification for Imaging mRNAs in Single Cells.
Self-assembled functional DNA structures have proven to be excellent materials for designing and implementing a variety of nanoscale devices. We demonstrate here that a rationally designed and programmable DNA ring/hairpin-constrained structure can achieve in situ ligation-free rolling circle amplification (RCA), which further leads to highly specific, sensitive, and multicolor imaging of mRNA molecules in single cells. Such a structure aims at addressing current challenges in terms of simplicity, sensitivity, and multiplexing capability related to the detection and imaging of intracellular mRNA sequences. With this new DNA ring/hairpin-RCA approach, we are able to detect the target mRNAs with high sensitivity at the subpicomolar levels in vitro. Besides, the multiplexing capability of the DNA structures can be readily realized by barcoding the DNA rings and hairpins with distinct sequences. Due to the excellent sequence recognition ability of the hairpins, the DNA structures exhibit single-base variation discrimination capability for the target mRNA and can be used to image trace amounts of down-expressed mRNAs in single cells. Moreover, drug-dependent mRNA expression variations can also be clearly differentiated by these DNA structures, highlighting the great potential of such structures for early disease diagnosis and for screening possible therapeutic drugs.